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Steps to improve race relations and reduce racism and discrimination  
in your community, school, neighborhood and nation 

as developed by the attendees 
 

Use your privilege to help others  

Do your piece (contact policy makers/politicians, participate in marches/protests, sign petitions). 

Educate yourself on how “the system” works 

Be open-minded to other views 

Be mindful on social media, use it positively. 

Be an upstander 

Share your story with those who are not likeminded 

Form a club 

Confront the problem 

Have uncomfortable conversations 

Watch your own actions 

Correct insensitive speech 

Listen without judgement 

Don’t assume or generalize 

Check yourself before your wreck yourself 

Think before you speak, you’ll have more empathy 

Diversity and sensitivity training in schools, workplaces and communities 

Communication is key 

Create new relationships.  “Say Hello” 

Interrupt offensive agenda, explain and discuss 
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Call it out, explain how it affects you and your community, get someone with authority involved 

Inclusion, acceptance of differences, actions 

Stay strong in your beliefs while being mindful of other and supporting those being negatively 
targeted 

Interrupt hate speech by taking politics out of the conversation, interrupt by asking questions (to 
understand why they hold a certain opinion) 

Don’t give up. Try to spread a positive message, even if you can’t change someone’s mind. 

Be empathetic and help others empathize. Try to understand what others are going through, walk in 
the other person’s shoes 

Normalizing conversations on race, culture 

Education materials that are inclusive on diverse topics 

Educate yourself on different cultures and  on discrimination ( be able to give examples) 

Lead by example 

If you see something, say something 

Raise awareness – educate others 

Form your own opinions, don’t follow the crowd, be a leader 

Facts matter- don’t start or spread rumors 

Encourage others to speak up 

Be aware of your ignorance 

Power in numbers, allies 

Form a community where every voice counts 

Hold school boards/admin so all students feel comfortable 

Form activities with a diverse group especially at elementary school 

Encourage media to publicize diversity events 
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Make public statement s about supporting diversity 

Teach children at home to embrace diversity 

Race relations start with a conversation 

Movie – Wonder “Be Kind” 

Refrain from judgment of differences 

Need more teachers/administration of color 

Take a self-assessment about your own racial attitudes 

Don’t be afraid to let your voice be heard 

When an incident or issue happens that is racist or prejudiced, you should immediately address it, 
educate about it and take collective action. 

Get over your fear, and say what you feel 

Point out that certain things are not jokes 

Have courage when confronted with racism 

Diffuse the bully in a diplomatic way 

Point out incorrect language 

Education opportunities to show people a more positive mentality 

Give the bully the other person’s perspective 

Confront racial stereotypes with knowledge. Tell them its offensive and tell them why 

Make an effort 

Be sympathetic towards others’ experiences 

Treat others how you want to be treated 

Don’t let derogatory things let you down 

Walk away 

Teacher accountability and administrative awareness. Bring minority teachers/administration into sc 
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Share what we witness 

Conflict is normal, learn strategies 

Stand up to  bullies (those who make offensive comments/jokes) 

Speak from your experience 

Listen to each person without debating, judgement or blame 

Refrain from side conversations 

Ask questions to seek understanding 

Practice empathy 

Speak up when you hear something wrong 

Engage in dialogue with the person who said something wrong, ask a hypothetical question to 
engage, when engaging don’t attack back, mirror the respect 

Speak out! Listen! Actively accept others! 

Advocate for course in your high school (ex a/a class) 

Advocate at elementary level. Volunteer in elementary school to share stories about difference and 
how it’s important to respect others. 

Talk to superintendent about getting classes at elementary level 

Have more conversations about all of this (politics, democracy, experiences, diversity, equality, 
political correctness) . Anywhere is a good place. Talk amongst peers, teachers, parents 

Racism, sexism, discrimination is not funny. Words matter. Use technology wisely. Consequences 
matter 

Ask questions in a respectful way 

More official days honoring historical figures 

Speak up 

Create cultural experiences for others, start and advertise cultural clubs 

Bring discussion to the classroom 
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Address agitator and question their motives 

Assemblies that address/create awareness in high schools 

Bring new diverse electives into school 

Question things 

Create space/talk circle, anti-bullying group 

Inform and communicate so it doesn’t come off as rude 

Include everyone, stand together 

Shut it down! 

Don’t let things become normalized 

Celebrate differences and diversity 

Focus on the victims and those offended. Support and comfort the victim 

Pay attention, take action even small ones can make a difference 

Ignorance is NOT bliss, raise awareness 

 

Ignorance is NOT bliss, raise awareness. 

Celebrate differences and diversity by starting cultural clubs at school,. 

Bringing new diverse electives into school and hold assemblies to address situation and create 
awareness 

Diversity and sensitivity training in schools, workplaces and communities 

Pay attention, take action even small ones can make a difference 

Confront racial stereotypes with knowledge. Tell them its offensive and tell them why 

Think before you speak, you’ll have more empathy 

Don’t give up. Try to spread a positive message, even if you can’t change someone’s mind. 

Facts matter- don’t start or spread rumors 
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When an incident or issue happens that is racist or prejudiced, you should  address it, educate about 
it and take collective action. 

Form a community where every voice counts 

. Words matter 

Speak out! Listen! Actively accept others! 

 


